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Abstract 
This contribution wants to show two of the different approaches to Educational Robotics: narration and simulation. One can be 
independent from another, but they can be put in a sequence made of two steps: first, the creation and organization of a story, 
then its realization on a stage, where the robot represents a character in the story itself and acts in the real world. You move from 
a flexible phase (narration) to a rigorous one (simulation).Robotic experiences in educational contexts are particularly important, 
not only as mediators for activities in disciplinary fields, but also as tools for activating abilities through a didactic approach 
based on action. According to Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1991), objects are not seen by extracting characteristics from the 
visual system, but through the visual guide of action. Robotics allows recognizing the world by living, not by observing or 
listening to stories. Robotic, thus, becomes Educational: you can move from the observation of a device to the immersion in the 
device itself; through the device, moreover, knowledge can be developed from the awareness of the real world’s segment you are 
exploring. 
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1. Introduction 
Writing about the problem of determinism, Karl Popper (Popper, 1972) proposed the famous metaphor of clouds 
and clocks: on one hand, “clouds” represent physical systems which are irregular, chaotic, disorderly and 
unpredictable (indeterminism), while “clocks” represent physical systems which are regular, orderly, highly 
predictable (determinism). The Newtonian revolution seemed to suggest that “all clouds are clocks”, so giving a 
brief definition of physical determinism. Although Newton and Keplero didn't support the proposition according to 
which “clouds are clocks”, their theories were relevant in demonstrating the regularity of planets movements and 
physical phenomena: it's just this surrounding regularity that leads us to think clouds are clocks. According to the 
indeterministic perspective, on the other hand, all clocks are clouds; however, beyond regularity in the world we can 
also find the causality, a certain level of disorder, a statistic probability. So, there is a clouds-to-clocks continuum: 
the world has got both laws (predictable dimension) and unpredictable events. 
This bipolar structure is the theoretical basis of this contribution, with a range of different events among two 
extreme positions (determinism and indeterminism): it is possible to find this dichotomy in many scientific theories, 
as well as in a general perspective on universe and its evolution, often in extreme opposition. 
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With reference to technologies, there is a long but still lively debate between “technological determinism” and 
“sociological determinism”. According to Popper's metaphor, both the determinisms can be connected to Popper's 
determinism, as the technological one leads the other; at the same time, however, due to a certain unpredictability 
the sociological determinism can be linked to Popper's indeterminism. 
According to the “technological determinism”, society and its development are determined by the evolution of 
technology, while “sociological determinism” states that social development leads the evolution of technology. 
According to some authors, both technological and sociological determinism represent a continuum (Miconi, 2005): 
social groups determine the prevailing technology, while technology influences society, as well as society adapts to 
technological rules. 
The so-called enlarged society tends to suppose technologies are developing motu proprio while, on the contrary, 
the development of a technology is determined by social groups in the same way it presents itself.  
Dealing with the social use of technology, in Cyberculture Lévy says that «What we crudely label “new 
technologies” encompasses the multiform activity of human groups, a complex collective becoming that crystallizes 
around material objects, computer programs, and communication devices. It is the social process in all its opacity, 
which returns to the individual in the form of the foreign, inhuman mask of technology» (Lévy, 2001, pp. 9-10). 
Human groups determine the birth of material objects (hardware), computer programs (software) and 
communication tools; then technology, with its foreign and inhuman mask, points to the human who is 
understanding this process as independent and self-sufficient. 
According to Popper's scheme, however, the first pole may represent strictness and rigidity, while the second pole 
can express flexibility and reasonable uncertainty.  
2. Robotics between determinism and indeterminism 
The presence of two opposite poles is evident in many research fields: in the context of artefacts planning, for 
instance, from a rigid and predetermined perspective (that develops according to the process) you can move to a 
more deterministic and flexible vision. In this new context, it is possible to re-design in itinere the original path, 
making use of what results from the activity.  
Dealing with Robotics, it is possible to find the same distinction or dichotomy, between Planning Robotics and 
Behaviour-based Robotics. In the first approach, the actions are determined by plans, or symbolical actions held by 
the robot itself; in the second case, the robot triggers reactions to obstacles as far as they appear. 
Independent Robotics was born together with Artificial Intelligence (AI): according to AI the robotic devices 
hold both the internal representation of the world they act in, and a wide range of possible actions to perform in the 
same world, with proper combinations according to the context, so they can achieve the solutions to solve problems 
they were built for (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011). The solution to a problem is not a result of the robot’s action in 
a real world, but it is achieved from a pattern, a scheme the robot itself is holding: in this perspective, even a tiny 
change in the real world will invalidate the possibility for the robot to find a solution, if this is not included in the 
scheme. We can say the robot has a sort of intelligence that symbolically reproduces its context, interacting with the 
world throughout representations and then activating a consequent behaviour (Marocco, 2006; Nolfi, 2009; Iqbal, 
Kankaanranta & Neittaanmäki, 2011; Ozdamli, 2011).  
According to Brooks (Brooks, 1991), a system is intelligent when it activates sensory behaviours into a real 
dynamic environment: rather than completely separated from the physical world, a clever system has to be 
interpreted as a body with a sensorial system, that is the concept of embodiment (Marocco, 2006). 
A behaviour-based system interacts with the real world through sensors; the analysis of the continuous feedback 
between the robot and the world itself allows the modification of any error or malfunctioning, towards behaviours 
that are re-designed, properly handling the software which guides the robot's actions. In this way, the child/student 
can identify himself with the robot, so acting with consciousness and intentionality (Bruner, 1986) as a character in 
the story: the character's beliefs, values and ambitions fit with the narrator's one, and vice versa. Thanks to this 
connection, according to which cause-and-effect actions in the real world are based on the intentional states of the 
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robot, the child as a narrator gets in touch with the robot's world, studying its behaviours and so learning by doing 
within the world. 
A robotic experience, particularly an Educational Robotics experience, allows the shifting from the observation 
of a device to the immersion in the device itself; throughout the device, moreover, it's possible to build knowledge, 
so gaining awareness of the segment of real world you are exploring.  
Mentioning the famous kitten experience from Held and Hein, Varela, Thompson and Rosch confirm their 
enactiv idea, according to which objects are not seen by extracting characteristics from the visual system, but 
through the visual guide of action (Varela et al., 1991) 
It's possible to gather two research perspectives from Enactivism, and applying them to Robotics according to 
behaviour-based approach. The first position can be referred to the fact that Enactivism perspective is in disagree 
with the idea of knowledge as a world representation: the representation of a predetermined world from a 
predetermined mind (Varela et al., 1991). In this sense, Brooks' idea of behaviour-based system is in step with the 
Enactivism thinking, while Planning Robotics can be connected both with the idea of knowledge as a representation, 
and with a deterministic approach (according to Popper's metaphor), as it is made of facts and rules due to rigid laws 
for robots in order to produce specific and highly predictable behaviours. 
A second perspective, instead, is linked to knowledge building as immersion in action; for a student it will be not 
enough seeing robot in action in order to understand the fragment of reality he is exploring, but he has to identify 
with the robot itself, really interacting with the world. The body (that is, specifically, the robotic device) and its 
environment (the fragment of reality in which robot is acting) are essential and unavoidable elements for cognition: 
there is no knowledge without interaction between body and environment. 
In this way, behaviour-based systems are a technology which are “interpreting” the Enactivism approach to 
cognition, while planning systems represent the Cognitivism approach to Artificial Intelligence. According to 
Popper's metaphor, we can also say that the behaviour-based approach can be placed in the indeterministic pole, 
while planning systems can be placed in the deterministic one. 
3. Narration and Robots 
Dealing with Robotics in educational contexts, we can find a further dichotomy between simulation and 
narration. Simulation appears as characterized by rigour in design, for showing the virtualization of natural 
phenomena; narration, instead, can be characterized by fantasy in creating stories. 
According to Popper's clouds and clocks metaphor, in Educational Robotics both the two dimensions can cohabit 
in a model similar to the one outlining the development of technologies: in a first phase narration allows thinking, 
designing and realizing the development of a story, as it happens when a new technology is born from the society in 
a semi-organized chaos; simulation, then, allows the robot to live in a human context, performing and representing 
human “bodies” and “behaviours”, with a rigorous and scientific vision managing the simulated experience. 
“Clouds”, so, are represented by the story that has to be invented and narrated, as far as “clocks” are represented 
by the rules in creating the fantastic object of the story. 
The storytelling itself holds two levels: the fabula, that is the chronological development of a story, and the 
script; the fabula can be linked to the “clouds” pole, while the script can be linked to the “clocks” pole. 
Narration, so, and in particular storytelling, are an approach for building knowledge in the real world, towards the 
interaction between knowledge and creation, that is between the progressive knowledge of reality and the personal 
story. The narrator creates stories with characters and plots, setting a stage with actors (i.e. the robots) developing a 
screenplay made of simulations, in order to acknowledge the real world through action (Enactivism). 
The development of Robotics itself is a process that bridges between fantasy and reality. 
Robots are often the leading actors in the fantastic and literary production of ever. In the past, we can find a lot of 
examples: between 130 and 180 A.D., for instance, Aulo Gellio speaks about Archita, a 5th century philosopher and 
mathematician, who designed and realized clever mechanical toys; one of these toys, a dove, was able to fly, maybe 
thanks to a pneumatic system, but just for one time. In his fairy tales, also Somadeva, an Indian writer of the 11th 
century, introduces dolls acting actually like a robot or an automaton (Battaglia, 2006). Robots are also present in 
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research activities and projects: in the past, Leonardo Da Vinci created an artifact settled to represent a kind of robot 
similar to a human being; nowadays, there are several researches about robots and humanoids (Battaglia 2006).  
Over the time, we can say that storytelling has been the main theme in the developing process of Robotics, 
bridging across fantasy and reality, dream and fulfilment, drawing a path in which theory and practice are variously 
combined in order to start new experiences. This process develops into two directions: narration and script; the 
dimension of narration represents the evolution of knowledge building process of Robotics itself, while the 
dimension of the script is dealing with the realization of robotic devices (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011). 
This is also the personal process of everyone having experiences dealing in Educational Robotics: on one hand, 
narration is the development of the knowledge building process between Robotics and Didactics, while on the other 
hand the script comes from the reifications proposed to the communities, The reifications realized through robotic 
devices determine the storytelling of your own personal experience within the community or the social group, that 
are giving their own “what” in the story (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011). 
Combining narration and script can be a useful input to create personal experiences of Educational Robotics by 
creating stories in which robots are actors in the plot. The result of this process is a digital tale, that is the narration 
of an event with a specific screenplay also developing into the real world, through the interaction between characters 
(the robots) and the writer/narrator. At school, students build their own narration through a script, so improving and 
developing skills in communicating, understanding and producing texts.  
According to a recent study (Prejean et al., 2009), narrative can represent an authentic context for situated 
learning (Brown et al., 1989; Lave and Wenger, 1990), or to grant instruction (Bransford et al., 1990) through the 
description in rich details, with engaging characters and illustration of knowledge in context. The authors say that 
“in contrast with typical methods of knowledge representation, stories provide a rich context and framework for 
content knowledge transfer, because storytelling can assist in defining technical aspects of texts by providing 
concise, concrete examples of the written materials studied; eventually storytelling helps get one’s attention and 
fosters knowledge retention (Abrahamson, 1998)” (Prejean et al., 2009). 
4. Narration and robots at school 
According to Anthony G. Amsterdam and Jerome Bruner (Smorti, 1998), stories are plots of facts and events due 
to imagination, or real events performed by actors who, in a process with a start, a development and an end, are 
acting in compliance with their intentions, beliefs and feelings, according to the characterization pointed out by the 
narrator. 
In its development process, a story need some elements:  
1. the identification of an initial focus on the context in which the story will growth; 
2. the presence of a problem causing a modification of the initial situation and of its balance, and which has to 
be interpreted as an event that goes out of the ordinary;  
3. a range of attempts in order to establish the story balance, through a solution of the problem or, on the 
contrary, a failure; 
4. the achievement of a new balance, which can represent a new status or the restoration of the initial one; 
5. the conclusion of the story, giving sensations and indications obtained from the narration plot in order to be 
reproduced in the real life. 
This contribution aims to propose an enactive use of narration: through a fabulous plot, students can draw up a 
contact with reality which will afford their knowledge building while really trying out an event or a phenomenon, 
not only looking at its growing up. 
In a digital world, therefore, a story can be virtually rebuilt through a lot of ways, devices and procedures. 
Jason Ohler (Ohler, 2007) points out two different methods for creating stories: a green screen-based storytelling 
and a computer-based storytelling. This one implies the following steps: the map is created by the student, who 
receives a feedback from the group, so adding new elements to the story if it's necessary; then the story is written 
and recorded; the final step is listening to the story and activate a process of adequate revision. If the product doesn't 
fulfil the expectations, it's possible to adjust the realization process, otherwise the story is digitalized. This 
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digitalization process may occur in different ways: only within the computer (according to Ohler's argumentation), 
in an hybrid form with robot immersed in a continuum between real world and computer, or in a virtual simulation 
in which robots are acting as characters. In the second and third case, as robots live and act in a real world, 
simulations are built in a real context. 
The Faculty of Education Sciences of Macerata University is developing a project dealing with storytelling 
Robotics, in collaboration with Barbara Vagnoni and Antonella Maggini, teachers of a primary school (III A class, 
Primary School “ SAN VITO”, Circolo Didattico “ Viale C. Battisti” in Recanati, MC). 
They tried to organize an experience of storytelling with robots using Lego Mindstorm NXT ; the NXT is the 
brain of a MINDSTORMS®robot, an intelligent computer-controlled LEGO® brick that lets a robot come alive and 
perform different operations [http://mindstorms.lego.com/en-us/Default.aspx]. Together with NXT, the software 
“Enchanting” has been used for two reasons: first, it's of very simple use for little children thanks to its 'puzzle' 
structure; then, this software is really near to a programming language. To let the students being familiar with this 
language, they started using Scratch, an easy programming language created by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at 
the MIT Media Lab, which makes it easy to create interactive stories, animations, games, then sharing these 
creations on the web [http://scratch.mit.edu/]. For two weeks students used Scratch to learn a programming language 
with the support of teacher Barbara, while teacher Antonella selected a tale of young Giacomo Leopardi, “The 
donkey and the sheep”, written in 1810. The tale has been written in prose for the children, who collaborated with 
the teachers in preparing the requested elements for creating the story: the stage, backgrounds, music and sounds. 
The behaviours of the donkey - robot will be guided by a software realized with Enchanting; in this way, the donkey 
(that is the robot) will act into a real context with a forest, the other characters of the story, and so on. Using the 
robot, thanks to the feedback of the sensors children can get in touch with reality according to a different and new 
perspective. Children will narrate the story in turn, also imitating the animal verses. This Robotic experience will go 
on for the whole school year, and is aimed at promoting children's growth throughout a playful approach, various 
expressive forms and new strategies. 
In order to build the robots and their programmes, an initial training is needed for allowing students to set 
adequate actions and behaviours; therefore, it's necessary to outline the different steps of the process, supplying the 
robot with a programme and placing it into the simulated environment, so it will start to interact as the character of 
the story. 
Among the various aims of the project, it's important to remember the following ones: motivating to reading 
activities; promoting expression abilities and creativity; to be able in using a programme language and its simplest 
instructions; coordinating the various instructions of the programme language in a spatio-temporal order, according 
to the story to be represented; telling the story in the opportune chronological order; understanding simple poetic 
texts and their characteristics; taking different points of view; developing abilities in spatio-temporal organization, 
being able to measure the distance between two different points, outlining a map of the story; collaborating with 
classmates to create a product and in order to find the best solution in a context of problem solving. 
While the introduction of Educational Robotics experiences in secondary school could be interesting both in the 
field of life-skills, and in the field of cross-disciplinary abilities (in disciplinary learning paths, i.e. in building 
scientific notions or literary texts), in primary school Robotics can be introduced through the medium of narration: 
in this contexts, it can be considered as a tool both for planning and for refining skills connected to learning tasks 
such as listening, speaking, reading, writing. In primary school easy-to-use robotic kits should be proposed, 
however, in order to create simple algorithms or hardware (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011; Gharaghani et al., 
2011). 
You can introduce Robotics in all school grades, both in primary and in secondary school, towards a narrative 
approach and by designing experiences with opportune difficulty levels; if combined with the acquisition of specific 
disciplinary abilities, Robotic experiences can be usefully employed in disciplinary contexts in secondary school, 
both for scientific and for literary subjects.  
An example that deals with scientific topics is the one related to programming a 90° right rotation of a robot 
simulating a car movement: you must know the concepts of circumference and diameter to solve the problem. In a 
problem solving approach, however, the student is not requested to simply apply his/her competences, but an 
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opportune combination of them to achieve the solution. Differently from what happens in solving a simple exercise, 
a context a problem solving implies a really creative activity and the student has to arrange his/her own abilities to 
create and use new strategies. With regards to Italian language, for instance, students can use different types of text: 
a descriptive one to draw a description of the robot's programme, an instructional one to number the different steps 
of the artefact’s building, an informative one to share the experience with other group members. In addition, they 
can usefully draw a diary (personal or social, private or public) in the form of a narrative text. Finally, the 
argumentative text will be a valid support for the final step, when different solutions are compared from different 
groups of students. (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011). 
5. Conclusions 
The various Robotics experiences, both in primary and in secondary school, are connected by narration and 
simulation. According to the dimension of narration, a didactic approach to robotic devices grants students to 
describe their own world, realizing and manipulating robots, who are playing the role of main character in the 
stories. Simulation, hence, is involved in the practical setting-up of the robotic devices, who are simulating fantastic 
or real worlds to use in the different disciplines and areas. 
Thus, a new approach to contents and a higher motivations are replacing the traditional way of studying: students 
act as researchers when creating artificial worlds based on their own representations and trying out real events; in 
this process, they are continuously discovering and verifying if their intuitions are valid, according to a coherence 
between research and trial (Alessandri and Paciaroni, 2011). Throughout storytelling and simulation, Educational 
Robotics leads Didactics to the integration of real and artificial, through an approach that is functional both to 
contents and to methodology, promoting the motivation with a positive effect on learning process. 
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